More Food Value for Your Money

Nu-Crest Corn Syrup

Yes, Nu-Crest Corn Syrup has more food value per pound and per dollar than nearly any other staple food product. In addition, it is healthful and delicious for babies, children, adults, and the very aged alike. Because it is rich in dextrose, dextrins, and maltose, Nu-Crest Corn Syrup is an energy food of exceptional value. If you wish your family to have the most in healthful food enjoyment and the most in nourishment and energy value, serve them Nu-Crest Corn Syrup regularly.

Available in Three Delicious Flavors

* Nu-Crest Golden Syrup
  Delicious with the flavor of Old Fashioned Brown Sugar. Everyone enjoys its rich golden goodness.

* Nu-Crest Crystal White Syrup
  Crystal clear corn syrup sweetened with refined cane sugar. Perfect for baking or for table use.

* Nu-Crest Waffle Syrup
  A delicious new blend of maple-flavored syrup. You will enjoy its stronger, sweeter maple flavored goodness on waffles, hot cakes, and biscuits.

Nu-Crest Corn Syrup comes packaged in Dura-Glass or Tin for your convenience. It has been approved by the Committee on Foods of the American Medical Society.

When you do your grocery shopping next time, be sure to have Nu-Crest Corn Syrup on your list. Available at your independent grocers.

Distributors

Tyler and Simpson Company
Wholesale Grocers
Norman, Oklahoma